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A quick learning highly motivated and detailed oriented individual who is seeking 
a legal position in which will enable me to utilize my current skills as well as 
expand my knowledge. Seeking a job field in my field of Administrative Assistant.

2009 – PRESENT
LEGAL SECRETARY III - ABC CORPORATION

 Corresponded with clients regarding questions and ongoing prosecution cases.
 Gathering information from client, preparing client statements and other 

general office duties such as faxing, emailing and answering phones.
 Preparing summons, complaints & petitions, financial affidavits and other legal 

documents.
 Assisted in maintaining department attorney personnel files with the utmost 

confidentiality.
 Created and tracked all expenses and client account codes using aderant total 

office.
 Maintained busy attorney calendar and interviewed clients for case intake.
 Facilitated the preparation of and filed all legal documents with the courts and 

opposing counsel such as briefs, contracts, agreements, motions, discovery, 
pleadings, and court papers.

1997 – 2009
DIRECTOR - SALES & MARKETING - ABC CORPORATION

 Created shipping procedures which included freight coordination of all outbound
and inbound shipments.

 Negotiated specific pricing rates with various freight companies to insure a 
competitive pricing structure.

 Responsible for all product purchases which included domestic and overseas 
(container) vendors.

 Director - sales &amp; marketing produced sales presentations, brochures, sales
reports, customer pricing and custom product plano grams.

 Created and maintained usage reports to ensure proper inventory levels and 
supplies.

 Coordinated all aspects of the trade show attendance, including product 
selection and promotions.

 Implemented edi invoicing and shipping programs for large customers through 
the USA.
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EDUCATION

Bachelor Of Arts in Communication &amp; Advertising - (University Of California,
Berkeley - Berkeley, CA)Associate in Arts in Liberal Arts - (Harrisburg Area 
Community College - Harrisburg, PA)

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Typing, Proofreading, Calendar Management, Transcription, Billing, 
Translation
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